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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Hamilton Bike Share 

 
 

About Hamilton Bike Share 
Hamilton Bike Share is a non-profit organization responsible for establishing bike share in downtown 
Hamilton starting Summer 2014.  A bike share system is a healthy, sustainable, and affordable form of 
public transportation that makes it easy for commuters and visitors to rent a bicycle on a short-term basis 
for trips around town.  With the goal of connecting the city, creating green jobs, mitigating traffic 
congestion, and attracting companies and top professionals to the region, Hamilton Bike Share is a 
community organization dedicated to bringing this innovative and exciting transportation system to 
Hamilton.  The program will consist of over 650 bicycles at 80 station locations in downtown Hamilton. 

 
 

About Social Bicycles 
Social Bicycles builds the next generation of urban mobility: bicycle sharing programs that are smarter, 
cheaper, and faster to deploy than traditional systems.  Instead of using ‘smart racks’, Social Bicycles 
builds ‘smart bicycles’ with on-board GPS and GSM connectivity, integrated electromechanical locking 
mechanisms, and dedicated solar and dynamo power sources.  Putting these technologies onto the 
bicycle itself creates a system that is less expensive, more scalable, and more flexible.  The City of 
Hamilton recently awarded a public procurement contract to Social Bicycles to establish the Hamilton 
Bike Share organization, provide bicycles and racks for the bike share program, and support bike share 
operations on an ongoing basis. 

 
 

About The Job 
As the Executive Director of Hamilton Bike Share, you will be ultimately responsible for all planning, 
management, and oversight of the bike share program.  You will liaise directly with City representatives, 
your Board of Directors, your marketing and operations team members, and Social Bicycles team 
members to build a self-sustaining program. 

You are: 

• a clear and professional public speaker and a diplomatic communicator; 
• analytically-oriented with strong decision-making, time management, and problem solving skills; 
• capable of producing and managing to a budget. 

You will: 

• establish the Hamilton Bike Share non-profit entity, with support from Social Bicycles; 
• seek system sponsors, with support from Social Bicycles; 
• market memberships to the Hamilton community; 
• hire and manage your team of mechanics, marketers, and customer service personnel; 
• report and respond to your Board of Directors; 
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• budget, plan, and report all financial accounts with direct P&L responsibility; 
• serve as the primary spokesperson for Hamilton Bike Share and the bike share program; 
• generally oversee all daily operations of the program in coordination with the Ops Manager. 

You have: 

• a Master’s degree in Business, Non-profit Management, or a related field; 
• 3-5 years of experience as an Executive Director at a non-profit organization or equivalent 

experience in a similar level of management responsibility; 
• expertise with financial planning and analysis, budgeting, and corporate accounting; 
• experience working with and reporting to a Board of Directors. 

You should: 

• drop us a note at info@hamiltonbikeshare.ca if you are interested. 


